
STUDENT COALITION

April 14, 1975

Dear Friend:

Today you are being asked to make a decision which will have a direct
affect on you, those around you, and the future of Brown University.

On March 14, 2500 of us rallyed in front of University Hall to voice
our objections to the priorities established in President Hornig's proposed
1975-1976 budget in which the only areas to decrease from this year were those
which most directly affect undergraduate interests—student services, financial
aid, and junior faculty. We desired to reverse these decisions by providing
student input into the budgetary process throuch a spirit of mutual cooperation..

As a result of that rally, the Advisory and Executive Committee of the
Corporation established a mechanism through which we thought this could be
accomplished. From that point on, the Special Committee on Budgetary Prior-
ities and the coalition faced, daily obstraction from the administration, ob-
struction which took the form of the refusal to disseminate necessary, information,
"rotation of administrators in the role of liason, and deliberate attempts to
divide the coalition (by offering to reopen seven year old negotiations with
the OUAP if_ they left the coalition). This culminated last Friday, in Presi- - •
dent Hornig's statement on financial aid which was a deliberate attempt to
split Brown's racial communities with its misleading figures. (A more detailed
critique of which has been distributed through the dorm network.)

Again, we have another ambiguous statement -in the form of the Pr e s id-en t's-~r
response to our demands. Again, we have a set of misleading .figures which
claims to satisfy our demands. We believe they do not. The attached sheets
substantiate this charge.

Today President Hornig has now closed his ears to 3136 of us. Today we
urge you to VOTE AGAINST his empty rhetoric. We ask you to reaffirm Friday's
mandate.

Mark Argosh Dick Joslin Mike Maholic Joe Gosha
Sue Goldberger Skip Kelly Tora Gallaway Sally Bloom
Cathy ten Kate Robert Boyd Rich Klein
Rick Zall Sue Ritz Rich Peppers and many'more..
Lester Chitsulo Mark Cardwell Bruce Bettencourt
William Jackson Joy Hecht Ken Roth
Maurice Ross Ellen Ziff J6hn'Gevertz
Nathan Bicks Steve Lynd Gary Cohan
Fred Carl Mike Fischer Elizabeth Nichols
Fred Massie Mike O'Neil .Warren Harper
Steve Owetxs Paul Jones Michael Dietch
Cynthia Lucas Chris Robinson Robert Indeck
Wendy Brown Randy Plant John Braunstein
Tony Affigne Sue Matloff Mark Richter
Harry Broadman Rick Vollertsen Ricardo Anzaldua
Kim Schoenholtz Rachel Reckford Mara Liasson
Andrea Levere Tony Puryear Lisa Barlow



GENERAL PROPOSALS OF TFE COALITION

T'VroTn. tho b.-XT.i nines' it bar hp°n OUT" prinarv ^'^si.'rc t^
help r'Gvolop bu^cjotary pri^ritif 'S for P.r^wp. Uriversit" rio-rr-
sensitive to the. needs of students thr^unh a ^^.lr.it of
mut'ur. 1 coorv.-.r-Atir n with tbr- a-ninistr^t 7'r-r . To "art5 o? o^t1';
i r, this process in 3. raoanincrful and j"-"'SP'Orr-i.blG T"^. P.P^TT , \~*
bclifs.Vf>'?. it T--7ri r1 p^c'>Rr;;>;rt ' r t1"1 h-^v- PCCC "3 tn ^u^rrot^iry
information din •^ro^'-r to ^.^.3"° r^cojnripn^rti^n.s th.^.t "?Txir^'7 v>o
shifted frora previously osta.blj.shoo. prr'-"ir5 to nthor".

Prcsidert Fornig 'has taknn the po^i t inn that t^i^ is
not trus——that the ^ri^ritv .^rc^s ^ro tbo ^rl^^ o:r'-'G IP v^.lc^
v.re need over the raost minimal information--^^'1 th3 rr .i« <"-x.actl.v
v.h.D.t he h^s qiven us. If ono.! R concrrr i.r T-T."' th f i r ^nc i^ l
s.i<l, hs c3.-T.ir>", °PO nor"ir'r!. r-nlv t'v- oxo^ino tho f i .raro"* .^1 -^i'l
budget, on^ re.^rr^.nfTn it '--not. to ] o°} at f^tbor - a r ' a o t-° ^.ir-d
funds that co-ulo! be 3.r?.ved~there. Althon.ah tb<~ ^rr.^id^nt doos
endorse the concept of a necb-inisiri i>7hich ^'.•"a's.l^ irv'">lw-
students in tbp budgetary/planninci cycle, wn rn.rn"t aoc~rt
this ro-'-'onsc as r.deauate unlos^ Jv-- fur ther stTt^-n that -i t
'•'ill h?.ve access to all r^oo^s-yrv in fo rmat ion . Th'3 f a i l u r e to
clo such '--ill only result in a roc cat of t.hr f rur^t rations of
the last mr,nth.

"ven tod.a*'', a.s T'7o- vote ^n tbi= rof oronr"1u'r',» n^Jt^- ' r tho-
students <T the- Pnecia.1 ConTnittpr? on. Eiid.cretarv Priorities
(SCPP) nor tho 7onc;>ra.l ctud^rt b^dv bar? rocoiT.-rec"' -any '1->tailor"
justif ication as to "by Lho arlnlni nl:j. -it;u.Mi ! s budor-r't should
be accoT~>t^d.



-OUR RESPONSE TO THE ADIvINISTEATICN'S REPLY ON
FINANCIAL /'IB

We believe that President Hornig's response to the Coalition s financial
aid proposals deliberately obscures the issues which we have raised. mere
has been no change in the size of the financial aid budget, nor any detailed
explanation of how the administration's plans to meet the increased iinancic,,
need. Instead, the administration suggests new reasons for its old budget ,
at the same time denying the assumptions which went into that old -ncu;pi H H - /
the financial aid task force report. How can the average loan change,
the number of financial aid recipients drastically change,^ the average
scholarship change, the parents' contribution change, and the budget s i
remain the same"? We will best try and answer this question by explaining
clearly as we can the financial aid budget and the financial need 01 st^ep.^

1. A financial aid budget is a projection of student need which is developed
by examining the previous years budget and adjusting for the predict.-."; i c j r > -
creases in educational costs and for losses due to inflation.

A) $600 Increase in tuition, fees, room, and board (increased costs)
300 Inflationary effects: this figure is less than the $570 figure

produced by the College Scholarship Service, but we
are willing to accept this lower f igure in recognition of
Brown's difficult financial situation.

$900 Average increase in Financial need.

B) We use this figure in all of our calculations, and it was also used
in the Task "Force Report, the Financial Aid Off ice ' s budget

? calculations, and even the President's advertisement in the
Brown Daily Herald two days ago.

C) Suddenly, today, the President tells us that everyone is wrong and
that there is an unexpected increase in the parents' contribution
which nobody had considered. We strongly oppose this argument
"< * G C c\-ll S G *

1. 'the effects of inflation have had exactly the opposite
effect on the parents , of students receiving financial aid
2. the President has been unable to produce any evidence
of this fact for the SCBP
3. this position is contradicted by all financial evidence
available from other schools, state education offices, the
College Scholarship Service, and available evidence from the
society in general.

2. How many students receive financial aid7

1971-72 1972-73 1973-74 1974-75 1975-76
T63F ~ 1829 " 1505 " 1463 ? ? 9

37.8 % 34.8 % 30.3 % 29 % ???

Coalition: Financial Aid Task Force Report---
upper classmen

382 freshmen
137T total number of financial aid recipients



NUFBER OF UPFERCLASSfr.EN RETURNING NO. OF FINANCIAL AID
" ' ' ' ~~" ~ ~ ' RECIPIENTS PROJECTED FOR 75-76

Class of '78 382
'77 354
'73 330

1068

337
329
323
9'8 9

FROM PRESIDENT'S RESPONSE: ONLY 970.

The Coalition has utilized the financial aid task force recommendations
of 989 students. In mi ny ways this figure is a very conservative
estimate, since the increased costs of attending Brown plus the
effects of inflation are making it increasingly difficult for many
students to return to Brown next fall.

FRESH1VEN_;_
367 Original university recommendation
382 Task Force Recommendation, Coalition Recommendation
410 President Hornig's Response: Is this possible?

We are happy that President Hornig is no longer cutting fifteen
students from the freshmen scholarship budget. HOWEVER,
if one figures the regular matriculation rate for financial
aid recipients, the President's figure of 410 constitutes a
percentage which is much over the past average. The
other major problem is that the President has maintained a
$965,000 freshman scholarship budget which was originally
calculated on a basis of 387 students, but now is supposed
to be spread among an additional 43 students. The obvious
effect is to decrease the average scholarship.

FRESHMAN SCHOLARSHIP BUDGET:

ADMINISTRATION

1974-75:
Average Scholarship $2210
Aggregate Scholarship Budget $844,430

1975-76:

Average Scholarship
Average Scholarship Increase-i
Aggregate Scholarship Budget-'
Difference Between Coalition -and Administration $100,130

A detailed breakdown of the Coalition's figures is provided in the
specific priority demands.

ANALYSIS OF THE PRESIDENT'S FRESHIv'AN SCHOLARSHIP BUDGET:

;ase-!
dget-<

$ •;: 2, 780
570

1, 085, 130

*•'p 2, 280
70

965,000

A) In his responsej President Hornig stated that the average fresh-
scholarship would be $2280 for 1975-76,
$2280 average freshman scholarship 1975-76
-2210 average freshman scholarship 1974-75 *
$ 70 increase in average freshman scholarship

This means that only $70 out of the $920 increase in financial
aid, which is less than 1%. of the increased need, This is



FINANCIAL AI13--FG. 2

much worse than the President's original
the same amount of money ($965,000) is
a greater number of students.

The President in his response is offering the entering class on
average $160 less scholarship money than returning stu-
dents. The President claims that the decrease in the
average loan amounts will be reflected in larger
ships This is clearly false. In his new budg
increases in scholarships only account for fr/u
$920 increase in financial need. The ̂ *e

decrease in the average loan amount was the
the administration that their original decision to ^
loans by $500 was unnecessary (even by their
lations) to meet the $920 financial need.

A „ , , , . , * 70 £ 420 . y -j • -'Average Scholarship Increase -L> • - , . . r_no 200
Average Loan/Self-Help Increase 300 ~ r

*~~ PA O O -̂* *"Increase in Summer Job Earnings ;/d 7n 7r

from FIT Check linZ5- lOT

3. The President has never questioned any of the Coalition's
specific dollar figures, or provide a detailed breakdown to

show how he plans to cover the increased iinanc.al need oi
students.

iJFPERCLASSMEN/ WOMEN AID «n, , : ,Hn1 need
IT ------ The" F^sidenFhas Tailed To .oT^ide^enough aid for the financ^f ̂ |
of returning students. The administrations ^pperclassmen/ women budget wa£

derived by adding on about 25 percent of the $620 increase in edu« Uonal
costs-, plus an additional inflationary offset. In this area, the , oalit or ,
figures, once more, should be seen ;as very conservative, and not cover;.,',,:
a large amount of the increased financial needs,

2. Still, there is a $132,054 difference between the Coalition budget and t
the administration's response.

3. The President's response that there is ^ly a 1.5 percent
between the administration's position and ours is clearly wrong

ationary off .̂  *° the
percentage increa

this sum This calculation makes NO JENSE If the two adm
f gures are ^oing to be added together, then they should be expressed as a_..
percentage of the $920 increase in need; not the $620 increase in educa-

means is that the President has added in the inflationary . ase basedme .
lar percentage increase,, and then figured a new percentage increase based

ENSE If the two administration

demand is that 40 percent of the educational costs be
covered by scholarships plus an inflationary offset (not one included as a
part of the original 40 percent).



$', President Hornig finally has avoided changing the budget by including
an escape clause about utilizing the contingency funds. Several important
objections must be raised here:

A) In the President's response, he states that "all needs will be met."
Even the Coalition does not claim that it can meet all need by its re com-* e;>
mended increases in the financial aid budget. At best, we are attempting
to decrease the additional burden of increasing costs and inflation by a small
percentage increase in the average scholarship levels of returning students.
In the President's budget the number of financial aid recipients are declining,
the percentage of loans are increasing, and the scholarship portion of the
budget is not increasing commensurate with increased costs,

B) We are talking about a fairly large shift of money which cannot
easily be credited to the contingency without losing additional flexibility over
the next several years,

C) Finally, a financial aid budget should be calculated on the basis
of a realistic assessment of the financial need, number of students, and
a projection of student costs. Instead, the SCBF has observed a chaotic
budgetary process consisting of somewhat arbitrary ceilings which can be
exceeded at will. Our proposals are directed at increasing the levels and
changing the structure of financial aid, so that it can more fairly cover the
increased financial need of students. These changes should not be im pi ce-
mented through eost overruns, but rather through a. reformulation of the ' ! :
financial aid budget. Only through of careful consideration can our speci-
fic priority demands be effectively reconsidered.

UFPERCLASSMEN/WOMEN SCHOLARSHIP 3UDGET:
" " • "COALITION" ' ADMINISTRATION

(40%X820)X989 students = = = ~~~245, 272
(26. 6%X620)X970 students = = = 158,400
Inflationary offset for the $300. = = = 55,000 55.. 000
1974-75 Base:
2198 X 989 ~ === 2 ,176,782
2198 X 970 = == , 2,; 1-81, 60G
Total Upper class Scholarship ~ ~ + ~

Budget. ' = = = 2 ,477,054 2 ,345 ,000

Coalition's Proposed Upperclassmen/women Scholarship Increase=$132, 054.

5, In recommendation D we have sought to make financial aid funds avail-
able to minority students, in general, at the same rate and composition as
in past years. This problem is quite serious, given the decreasing number
of f inancial aid recipients and the particular significance that financial aid
plays in providing equal educational opportunities for minorities, "While we
recognize that using a particular percentage may raise legal questions, we
do believe that it is possible to maintain aid for minority students, if the
rest of our specific priority r iomnnds are implemented.

The stabilization 'of the number' of financial aid recipients, the match-
ing of increased need in the same- rate & composition as before, as well as
the implementation <>f 1li^ ;u l in i r . . " . i -M. - . , t ]e inan<)<=» ^-m rtotorrnlne tho v i n l - i l i t y
of this proposal.



OUR RESPONSE TQ'HEHE ADMINISTRATION'S REPLY ON

The Brown administration and corporation have often voiced their
concern that Brown University should create and maintain a broadly based
community, rich in "socio-economic diversity. However, recent develop-
ments have indicated that the up;: er' echelons of the Brown administration
have changed their minds 'about this matter. A recent publication written
by the vice-president for University delations stated that ' 'Brown's
greatest hope of obtaining major support lies in increasing the number of
wealthy individuals in the' constituency and doing a better job of identifying
and soliciting- those already here.1 ' Brown's new direction, among other
things, signals a reinstatement of policies of institutional racism and benign
neglect of the lower class,

A., Over 12 percent of the U.S. population is black; Only 8.7 percent
of the Brown student population is black and this percentage has been
shrinking. In 1988 the university pledged that the university population
would at least reflect the black rey resentation in the general populace. Yet
the number of blacks consistently falls below the recommended percentage.
There has continually been verbal agreement with this demand but no
implementation. Again, no concrete commitment has been made.

B. In. the class of 1978 no black students from Providence were admitted.
We have demanded that i;at least 10 percent of those accepted into Brown
University who are residents of the city of Providence be black (10 percent
equals 2 or 3 students). This 10 percent must be made up only of students
who have attended public schools in Providence." Over 11 percent of
the population in Providence is black, so the number proposed is a reflection
of the local population. Brown also has a commitment to the State of
Rhode Island to accept a certain percentage of students from Rhode Island
because Brown receives state aid. Because Brown uses many of Providence's
services (e.g. fire, police, road maintenance, etc.) the university has an
informal commitment to reciprocate. We are asking that in following out
these comitments, the university also include its commitment to the black
community in Providence. Because Brown has been accepting, with few
exceptions, only blacks from Providence who have gone to prep schools,
the university has not been serving the Macks of Providence who for the
most part attend public schools. The Administrat ion has made no commit-
ment.

C. The administration has accepted our demand.

D. The university has admitted that the working class, minority, and
middle-class applicant pool is declining. We are asking recruitment officers
to spend 20 percent of their t ime in areas not traditionally recruited to
alleviate this crisis. The administration's response makes no commitment
to the reallocation of recruitment time by the entire admissions staff.

E. The administration has accepted our demand.



.
B. We asked that the autonomy of the Afro-Amer ican Studies Program be
guaranteed and that the proposal of the Afro- American Studies Department
be agreed to. The administration's response doesn't speak to the question
of autonomy, guarantee's, or the proposal. All we are told is that the
program will be continued and that the structure is a complex question. After
seven years of negotiation, all parties concerned are aware of the complexity
of the issue. It is unreasonable to expect a viable inter-disciplinary program
to be maintained when the program's structure is in doubt from year to year,
and the faculty must continually second guess the administration while engaged
in futile negotiations.

C. As of this academic year Brown has not filed an Affirmative Action
Program with the HEW. It is clear that the situation of women faculty
at Brown will be seriously effected by the Administration's budget. Only 3 .2%
or 1! of the 339 tenured faculty are women. The rest of the women occupy
junior faculty positions; as of 1974-75 20% of the assistant professors are
women and 2 7 . 2 % of all lecturers are women. When budget cuts are made,
it is these women in insecure teaching positions who will be the first to be
fired. Several women have already been cut from the faculty for 1975-76.

The Working Group on the Status of Women at Brown, comprised of
female employees, faculty, administration, students, and alumni has been
frustrated in its attempt to get the University to adopt Affirmative Action
Guidelines.

A -s of the start of the academic year 1974-75 there were 19 black faculty,
5 of whom are tenured. Two o.f the tenured faculty will have left the faculty
as of the next school year; two of the remaining 14 untenured faculty have
not been reappointed. This, by simple arithmetic, leaves 15 black faculty.
Next year at least 8 of them will be up for reappointrnent. Given the proposed
cut of 75 junior .faculty, it is obvious that blacks and women faculty are on
the chopping block.

It may well be the case that the number of new black graduate enroll-
ments and PhD. recipients is small; however, this ignores the existence of
the large numbers of distinguished young black scholars in the nation. To
be sure, this number has increased steadily since the ' G O ' S . This position
of the administration is an insult to the intelligence and humanity of black
people,

Many of these same arguments were used in 1988 when it was argued
that there were not enough qualified black students in the nation to matricu-
late at Brown and not ouougli qualified bl.-u-k schoJars in. the nation to teach
at Brown/



PROPQSALS FOR ADMIGSIOII5_

The Brown administration and corporation have often voiced their con-
cern that Brown University should create and maintain a broadly based
community, rich in socio-economic diversity. However, recent develop-
ments have indicated that the upper echelons of the Brown administra-
tion have changed their minds about this matter. A recent publication
written by the vice-president for University Relations stated that' ""Brown's
greatest hope of obtaining maj or support lies in increasing the number
of wealthy individuals in the constituency and doing a better job of identi-
fying and soliciting those already here. " Brown's new direction, among
other things, signals a reinstatement of policies of institutional racism and
benign neglect of the lower class.
jI

Racism is much more devastating as economic phenomenon than as
social phenomenon. And, in order for racism to end, a concerted effort

•is absolutely necessary. In order for the lower class to receive equal
opportunities, a positive effort is needed. The only institutions that are in
any way inclined to exert this effort are liberal institutions like liberal
universities. Brown is showing, however, that it is more parochial than
liberal... :

We have demanded that "Blacks at Brown be maintained at equal or
greater numbers to the current proportion of the United States population
that is represented by black people." This sounds like a "quota." ;'
However, because affirmative acticn is absolutely necessary if we are to
counteract institutional racism at Brown, a quota serves as a guarantee
that affirmative action will indeed be taken. We have also demanded that
"financial aid to black students be maintained at the same rate and compo-
sition as it was appropriated in the academic year 1974-75. " This is
commonly known as the "80 percent" demand. This is not to suggest
that blacks whose family incomes are $35, 000. a year receive financial aid.
Rather it is proposed in order that funds will be available so that blacks
who more faithfully represent the general black population can be re-
cruited and brought to Brown. If we are to maintain true "socio-economic"
diversity, this is absolutely necessary.

We have also demanded that "at least 1,0 percent of those accepted into
Brown University who are residents of the city of Providence be black.
This 10 percent must be made up only of students who have attended public
schools in Providence." Over 11 percent of the population in Providence
is black, so the number proposed is a reflection of the local population.
Brown also has a committment to the state of Rhode Island to accept a
certain percentage of students from Rhode Island because Brown receives
state aid. Because Brown uses many of Providence's services (e.g. fire,
police, road maintenance, etc. ) the university has an informal committment
to reciprocate. Wre are asking that in following out these commitments, the
university also include its commitment to the black community in Providence.
Because Brown has been accepting, with few exceptions, only blacks from
Providence who have gone to prep schools, the university has not been
serving the blacks of Providence who for the most part attent public schools.



In the same vein, we have also demanded that "all admissions officers
spend 20 percent of their time personally soliciting areas not traditionally
solicited for recruitment. " This would include such areas as Pawlucket or
Central Falls, South Dakota, rural mid-America, Memphis, the Southwest,
Detroit, etc. It is necessary, again .if Brown is to be truly culturally
diversified, to bring to Brown students from the various cultural backgrounds
found in various sections of the country.

We have also demanded that "Admissions Office responsibility (including
correspondence, travel, recruitment and decision recommendation) for
minority candidates be recognized as a primary responsibility and given,
undiluted, to at least one minority admissions officer who has no other
primary responsibilities. We must be assured that he will make a concerted
effort to seek black applicants from inner-city schools. " There are known
cultural differences between disadvantaged and advantaged students. Those
•cultural differences arising from different economic backgrounds are further-
accentuated by different social experiences. The life experience of an
inner-city black student is vastly different from that of a suburban white

.student; this difference is not adequately considered in a standardized
admissions procedure based upon traditional American educational standards.

If Brown is going to achieve socio-economic diversity, it must be willing
to implement a program to insure this goal. We feel that a black admissions
officer who is primarily concerned with black applicants is an essential
part of this program, because he/she could best understand the backgrounds,
potentials, and needs of minority students.

We have also demanded that "one or two students be appointed to assist
that admissions officer in recruiting, and monetary provisions be made
available for travel purposes. " This is not a new demand. It was a
part of the '68 agreement. Chicano students are presently recruiting in
conjunction with the admissions office. Also, the University has aided the
Bruin Club, and vice versa, in sending students out to talk with high
school seniors about Brown, very effectively we might add.

Finally we have demanded that a minority review group be established
to review the applications of black admissions candidates. This review
committee would consist of black faculty^ staff and administrators, as well
as one senior student member from the OUAP. The purpose of this is
twofold: to provide another necessary, insightful reading of the candidate's
application, and also to provide a gauge for the effectiveness of the minority
admissions program. Such review groups, including student participation,
exist and work effectively at both Yale and Cornell.



THE AFFECT OF HORNIG'S BUDGET GIT STUDFNT PFPVICES --AND "FAT
THE COALITION PROPOSES

THE BUDGET FOR STUDENT SERVICES HOLDS PARTICULAR IMPORT FOR
THE QUALITY OF LIFE AT BROWN AS IT INCLUDES SUCH AREAS AS .ACADEMIC
AND PERSONAL COUNSELING, HEALTH SERVICES, THE CHAPLAIN'S OFFICE,
AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS AFFECTING BLACKS AND WOI1EN. TIIF ADMINIS-
TRATION HAS PLANNED CUTS IN DEANS, SUPPORTIVE SERVICES FOP MINORITY
STUDENTS, AND IN HEALTH SERVICES.

1) The President's Ceiling figures for the Student Affairs Deans
and the Dean of the College (including Academic Affairs Deans)
are much smaller than even the individual administrators feel
is necessary to carry on these services effectively.

ceilings requested by department
Dean of the College 455,788 " 514,858
Student Affairs 65,395 85,980

2) The effect of these cuts in the deans budget will be to cut
at least one and a half dean's positions and two minority deans,
not counting the newly appointed Dean of the College.

3) We propese that the university maintains the positions of the
present eight Academic Deans, one Dean of Undergraduate
Counseling, and one Dean of the College. Of these there are
presently 3 slots for minority deans, and we propose this be
maintained. In Student Affairs we propose the present level
of staffing be maintained (three Deans of Student Affairs,
one being a minority dean).

4) Although the budget for Health Servides is being increased by
the administration, this increase does not cover all the salary
raises and extra insurance cost for the next year. We believe
one position of the professional staff will be terminated,
possibly the psychiatric social worker (as reported in the BDH).
We therefore propose that the present level of staffing in
Health Services be maintained.

5) It is essential that supportive se.rvices for minorities be main-
tained at the same level of funding. The administration has
as of yet not committed itself to ,,the continuation rf the
Transitional Summer Program, tutorial services, and Minority Peer
Counseling at the same level of funding.

6) We propose that supportive services not be cut and that the
administration commit itself to funding these programs (or
suitable alternatives) at their present levels for the next five
years. We urge that no reductions in any supportive services be
made without a prior comprehensive evaluation of the needs of
students affected.


